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Md. Ali , petitioner VS. STATE OF ASSAM.

Signature

28-03-23 Seen the petition No. 698/23 nf.Ojy * rurA nli
seeking bair for accused Faruk Hussain, in connection with
Dhekiajuli pS Case No. 43123 u/s 3071325134 rpc,
corresponding to GR Case No. 439/2023.

I have heard the learned lawyers appearing for both
sides and also gone through the contents of the case diary.

The ailegation in the FIR is that on 03-03-2023 one
Sri Balakrishna Foyar rodged an FIR in Dhekiajuri porice stating
alleging inter-aria that on 28-02-2023 at about 4.30 pM there
was a road accident at Dhirai Majuri gaon road in which his
aunt Sumitra Devi suffered injuries foilowing which the rider of
the bike who caused the accident was detained and informed
the police but in the mean time Faruk Hussain arong with few
other youths of Benchimari village came and attacked the
informant and tried to kiil him by pressing his neck in which he
suffered serious injuries. porice somehow rescued him and
took him to the hospital for treatment. Accused is threatened
him of dire consequence.

Learned counsel appearing for the State Mr. M.C.
Baruah contends that there was an attempt on the part of the
accused to kill the informant for no fault of him and there are
ingredients of offence urs 307 Ipc, hence bair may not be
granted to him.

On the other hand, learned counsel appearing for the
accused contends that FIR was rodged after 3 days of the



incident and there was no expranation in the FIR for derayed
filing of FIR. Moreover, no such attempt was made to kiil the
informant by accused.

The injury report attached with the case diary reveals
that the injury was simpre in nature. Moreover, accused has
been in judicial custody since 04-03 -2023.

Therefore, considering all the attending factors,
accused Faruk Hussain is enrarged on bair of Rs. 15,000/-
(Rupees Fifteen thousand) onry with one surety of rike amount
to the satisfaction of learned Eleka Magistrate in default to jail.

The bail apprication accordingry stands disposed off.

Let the case diary be returned.

"/A/
(C.8. Gogoi)

Sessions Judge,
Sonitpur, Tezpur


